Hidden Markov models (HMM) are successfully applied in various elds of time series analysis. Colored noise, e.g. due to ltering, violates basic assumptions of the model. While it is well-known how to consider auto-regressive (AR) ltering, there is no algorithm to take into account moving-average (MA) ltering in parameter estimation exactly. We present an approximate likelihood estimator for MA-ltered HMM which is generalized to deal with auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA) ltered HMM. The approximation order of the likelihood calculation can be chosen. So, we obtain a sequence of estimators for the HMM parameters as well as for the lter coe cients. The recursion equations for an e cient algorithm are derived from exact expressions for the forward-iterations. By simulations, we show that the derived estimators are unbiased in lter situations where standard HMM are not able to recover the true dynamics. Special implementation strategies together with small approximations yield further acceleration of the algorithm. 
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de nition of the exact likelihood together with two approaches for an iterative calculation. They lead to the idea of the approximation introduced in Section IV. This section includes the complete recursion formulae of the presented algorithm and also the de nition of the ALE. In Section V, we investigate nite-sample properties by simulations using several di erently ltered models. Section VI contains the discussion of both, the new algorithm and the derived estimators. In the appendices we give the detailed derivation of the recursions for the restricted model (App. I), the details for appropriate choices of initial probabilities (App. II), the generalizations of the restricted model to handle the general ARMA-ltered HMM (App. III), and additionally some hints for e cient implementation (App. IV). Together with the white noise process " t N(0; 1) i.i.d. and with the functions : X 7 ?! R, : X 7 ?! R + , the process (X) := ( (X t )) 0 t<N of background output levels becomes a deterministic function of a Markov chain, and Y , with Y t = (X t ) + (X t )" t which is usually interpreted as its noisy observation, is a hidden Markov process. ' l t?l : (2) This signal model includes auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA-) ltered output noise as well as additional ARMA-ltering of the resulting HMM signal (\over-all" lter, e.g. anti-aliasing lter, see Appendix III-D).
The missing de nitions for the X-valued random variables X t ; t < 0, depend on the application of the model. Two possibilities are presented in Appendix II.
C. MA(q)-ltered HMM
We restrict the ARMA-ltered model from now on, i.e. for both, the derivation of the approximation algorithm (Section III, Appendix I) and for the presentation of the recursions (Section IV), to the following MA(q)-ltered HMM M (q) = ? A; ; ( ); ; # with state-independent noise variance 2 . A related process is de ned by Z t = (X t ) + t ; # r # r+jdj ; (6) ? (Z; X) for every possible background path, since for given X the ltered noise = Z ? (X) is known.
The total likelihood then is the weighted sum over all possible paths:
Obviously, this formula itself is of no practical use for calculating the likelihood, since the algorithmic complexity is of O(qNm N ).
B.2 Calculation with increasing number of background path segments
A second possibility to formulate the exact likelihood L(Z) re ects the idea of stepwise passing through time. In the case of standard HMM, this approach leads to the e cient forward algorithm 14].
From the likelihood for background path segments up to a certain time t ? 1, the likelihood for all possible path segments j = X t 2 X t can be calculated. De ne j 2 X t containing entries j l = X t?l , the previous segment i 2 X t?1 with entries i l = X t?1?l , and the set of possible predecessors fi ! jg := fi 2 X t?1 jj l = i l?1 81 l t ? 1g. Then, the joint probability j (t) := p(X t = j;Z t ) of background path j and output Z t is: 
The last transformation makes use of the Markov property of the background process.
Since t?1 is known for given X t = j and Z t?1 , the probability p(Z t jX t = j;Z t?1 ) can be calculated using innovations again, most of them already calculated for i (t ? 1) , and the likelihood is
The algorithmic complexity of this approach is also of O ? qNm N , since fi ! jg always contains exactly one element. We annotate, that the exponential increase with N is caused by the increasing number of states j.
C. Calculation with a xed number of meta-states in the forward iterations
If it would be possible to delimit the total number of states j, the forward iterations should lead to an e cient algorithm for the calculation of the likelihood. For this purpose, 7
we introduce so-called meta-states 10] r t := (X t ; : : : ; X t? ) for a xed 0, and regard forward likelihoods j (t) = p(r t = j;Z t ), j 2 X +1 , for t + 
IV. Recursion formulae for the approximate likelihood
The central idea of the algorithm presented in this paper is to approximate the unknown output distribution p(Z t jr t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t?1 ) in each step of the forward calculations in eq. (10). From the above considerations, the rst approximation consists in assuming Z t to be Gaussian for given r t ; r t?1 ; Z t?1 .
In this section, we present recursion equations for the approximated expectation value and the approximated variance of Z t . Their detailed derivations are presented in Appendix I, including a second approximation. A third approximation will be necessary for incorporating state-dependent output variances into the model, see Appendix III-C.
A. Mean, variance and auxiliary variables
We will introduce the auxiliary variables used in the recursions together with their interpretation. The superscript ( ) always indicates that an approximation is performed in the following way: The forward procedure, eq. (10), is iterated on meta-states of dimension +1 by using the approximations of the output probability together with the approximated forward probabilities from the previous time step: ( ) 1) a i 0 j 0 p ( ) (Z t jr t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t?1 ):
Approximated conditional expectation values will be denoted by hats and will be written as functions of their conditioning arguments. Mostly, the obvious dependence on the data is omitted. Note, that such conditional expectation values are de ned with respect to the common distribution of the background path segments X t and the signal Z t .
A.1 Expectation value and variance of Z t
We obtain an approximation of the expectation value of Z t by E Z t j r t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t?1 (r t = j;r t?1 = i) + b ( ) 9 related noise. Equation (13) will be changed for generalizations of the signal model (see Appendix III).
The variance of Z t is Var(Z t jr t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t?1 ) 2 v t # 2 0 + S ( ) t (r t?1 = i): (14) S ( ) t can be interpreted as the increase in variance | compared to eq. (7) | induced by previous uncertainties in approximating the innovations used to calculate b ( ) t . Those uncertainties are caused by incomplete knowledge of previous noise values which requires a kind of averaging (see the derivation, Appendix I).
A.2 Auxiliary variables
For the recursions, we use the following auxiliary variables: k ( ) ij (t) P(r t?1 = ijr t = j;Z t?1 )
approximates the weight for contributions of paths with r t?1 = i, if r t = j is given. The initial values could be obtained from the exact innovations algorithm for MA(q)-ltered HMM, eq. (8). However, we want to deal with meta-states of memory from the beginning by rst using eq. (10) with exact values and exact distributions and then switching to eq. (11) . For ambiguities in de ning initial probabilities upon meta-states, see Appendix II. Therefore: ( ) L ? Z t jr t = j;
These equations can be interpreted as follows: Eqs. 
D. Approximate likelihood estimator
With this recursively calculated variables, the approximated distribution is, from eqs. 
V. Simulations
The setting of the simulations is motivated by ion channel analysis 15], 16]. Since the analog time-continuous signal is sampled discretely, an anti-aliasing lter is always needed. The un ltered HMM is expected to be inadequate for situations where such correlations a ect the proper discrimination of background signal and noise. This particularly occurs in the case of short sojourn times.
We choose the following data generating model where anti-aliasing ltering makes it di cult to reveal the short-living state: The directed graph of states and allowed direct transitions is HMM and also the approximation order used for the algorithm. Columns 6 to 10 contain the median of the parameter estimates as well as its 95% con dence interval (the larger distance to the boundary is given in asymmetric cases). Only the models containing MA(2)-ltered noise together with approximate likelihood calculation of order = 2 are able to recover the generating parameters (given in the second row) without bias. The model allowing independent MA-lter parameters for background and noise following eqs.
(1),(2) always had a signi cantly higher value of the likelihood compared to the model with over-all MA-lter following eq. (54). On an ORIGIN 2000 (Silicon Graphics, 250 MHz, without use of parallel techniques), the parameter estimation with this model needed about 50 minutes, compared to about 4 seconds for the standard HMM. Comparing the last two rows shows that the approximation using " 2 = 10 ?6 (see App. IV) does not disturb the parameter estimation. The time needed for calculating the approximate likelihood was reduced by about 10% using this approximation. With an increasing number of metastates, which was as small as 8 in this case, we observed a reduction by e.g. more than 70% in an application using about 80 meta-states. The AR(3)-ltered model (not given in the table) always estimated both output levels ( 1 = 3 ; 2 ) equal to zero while increasing the log-likelihood by L > 300 compared to the AR(2)-ltered model. Thus, like from AR(1) to AR(2), the parameter estimation is getting worse with increasing the model order. A possible interpretation is that the AR(3) model tted the over-all correlation structure by the AR process without being able to perform an adequate discrimination between the Markov signal component and the correlated noise.
14 In Figure 1 we show the transfer functions of the Bessel lter used in the simulations together with AR and MA approximations of increasing order. It can clearly be seen, that an MA(2) lter is very close to the Bessel lter while even AR(3) approximations are rather poor. increasing approximation order can be obtained for HMM signals a ected by linear lters. This paper includes the derivation of the proposed forward algorithm to calculate the approximate likelihood. The detailed investigation of the approximating approach shows the basic assumptions as well as further minor approximations. Therefore, it is possible to identify the essential points of both, approximating inaccuracy and exact consideration of iteration expressions.
We showed by simulations in a situation typical for ion channel recordings 16] that the proposed ALE perform consistent parameter estimation. While even the unavoidable antialiasing ltering violates the assumptions of standard HMM in a way leading to strongly biased estimators, it was possible to recognize a fast state with mean open time as short as the width of the lter response using ALE of order = 2. AR(p)-ltered HMM, where the exact likelihood can be calculated, were not able to approximate the usual Bessel lter with small auto-regressive model order. Parameter estimation based on this type of approximation was not successful.
Our further investigation of ALE approach will include analogies of likelihood ratio tests for model discrimination. We will also investigate improvement of the calculations by an extension of the EM algorithm as well as by calculating derivatives of the approximate likelihood.
Appendices I. Derivation of the recursion formulae
In this section the recursion formulae for approximating the density p(Z t jr t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t?1 ) by Gaussians will be derived. We give recursive expressions for the expectation 15 value of Z t as well as for its variance. (from eq. (7)), 
On the set of elementary events X t ; t ful lling the condition r t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t both terms, t?l (r t = j;Z t ) and t?l (r t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t ) are constant. Therefore, with using D to denote their di erence, it follows from the de nition of t?l (r t = j;r t?1 = i;Z t ): Table II enables to reproduce this substitutions leading to the formulae for the -approximation in Section IV. For each variable in the rst column, the second column gives the number of the considered formula in Section IV. The third column gives the numbers of those equations within the above derivation, from which it is obtained by replacing with -approximation values. The fourth column gives the variables used for one recursion step. We write V ( ) t?l (r t = j) for V ( ) ( t?l jr t = j;Z t?1 ). The above derivation always assumes q. We extended the formulae for the case of 0 < q canonically in order to obtain a meaningful de nition for an algorithm in that case.
II. Initial probabilities for meta-states
The random variables X t are not yet de ned for t < 0. Based only on the initial probabilities i of the Markov process X, a unique de nition is not possible.
For any application of the presented HMM, a reasonable choice for the pre-initial background states is to be made | depending on the interpretation of the (physical) process producing the observed signal.
In this section, we will give the necessary de nitions implicitly by de ning the initial distribution (d) of the meta-state process (r t ) 0 t N?1 with r t := (X t ; : : : ; X t?d ). We suggest two main possibilities:
A. Stationary time series
For many applications, the observed process Z t is meant to be a segment of a much longer lasting process, that had run long enough to reach equilibrium for t = 0. Then, is the equilibrium distribution of X, and the equilibrium distribution~ of the meta-state process obtained as eigenvector from the matrixÃ,ã ij = P(r t = jjr t?1 = i) related to the eigenvalue 1, is consistent with .
B. Essentially instationary time series
For some applications, the initial state is well-prepared, and the system is meant to drive from non-equilibrium to equilibrium or to a stable x-point called absorbing state, see e.g. 19] for an example with ion channels. Sometimes, the initial state then is assumed to be occupied for a certain period previously to the start of the Markovian dynamics at t = 0.
More general, there may be n such states possible, with i non-zero only for them. Then In this section, we will specify four steps, the combination of which allows to calculate the approximate likelihood for the general ARMA(p; q; b)-ltered HMM of Section II-B.
leads to a HMM signalZ t , where only the process of background levels is ltered. A26 achieved by reasonable organization of both, the meta-states and the possible transitions together with omission of " 2 Even for " 1 = " 2 = 0, this results in a decreased number m of meta-states and transitions if some of the transition probabilities are equal to zero.
With " 1 > 0, e.g. " 1 = 1 100 mN , such meta-states were not regarded that have only small probability to occure even once in the data. Implicitely, also small entries of the transition matrix are set to zero, since meta-states containing the respective transitions were disregarded. With " 2 > 0, e.g. " 2 = 1 100 mN , such background paths were omitted that contain the very unlikely occupation of metastate j at time t, given the data.
One can construct situations, where each of the proposed omissions cause severe changes in the value of the approximate likelihood, but in most cases, the omissions only result in disregarding very unlikely background paths which do not contribute noticeable to the value of the approximate likelihood.
For any value of " 1 ; " 2 , the implementation of the forward algorithm therefore handles with lists of 1. the meta-states to be taken into account, 2. the possible target meta-states for jumps from those regarded meta-states, and 3. the meta-states with contributions ( ) j (t) for the current t.
So, using the indices of those lists replaces the respective consideration of all combinatorically possible meta-states i;j in the formulae. For " 1 ; " 2 6 = 0, those accelerations are similar to the proposals in 20]. For the MA(2, =2) simulation realizations of Section V, we also applied a t using the accelerated algorithm. The result is contained in Table I . The second row contains the generating parameters. The following rows contain the median of the parameter estimates together with its 95%-con dence interval (the larger distance is given in asymmetric cases). 10 ARMA-ltered HMM of di erent model order (p; q; b) were tted: 'b.gr.' denotes background ltering, cf. eq. (1); 'noise' denotes noise ltering, cf. eq. (2); 'over-all' denotes over-all ltering, cf. eq. (54), the resulting q 0 ; b 0 are given. The accelerating approximation using " 2 = 10 ?6 is described in App. IV.
TABLE I
Simulation results from 100 realizations. Only the MA(2)-filtered models with approximation order = 2 are able to perform unbiased parameter estimates.
